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TAXIS — DRIVERS 

Motion 

Resumed from 22 June on the following motion moved by Hon Ken Travers — 

That the Council calls on the Barnett Liberal government to explain why it will have taken more than 
three years to introduce a demerit point and probationary system for taxidrivers since it was first 
promised by Minister Buswell in April 2011. 

HON ALANNA CLOHESY (East Metropolitan) [1.06 pm]: It is good to continue my remarks from last week 
because I think this is a very important motion. I note that the motion asks why it has taken the government three 
years to introduce a demerit point system, when, in fact, it is really six years, because that motion was put on the 
notice paper — 

Hon Ken Travers: Time flies when this government’s doing nothing! 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: And, boy, do we not notice it! 

Hon Alyssa Hayden interjected. 

The PRESIDENT: Order! Let us start as we intend to continue. 

Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: I will start again. I was asking why it has taken the government six years to put in 
place a demerit point system, because this motion was placed on the notice paper three years ago. The motion 
asks why it has taken the government three years to put in place a demerit point and probationary system for 
taxidrivers. In effect, the motion is asking the government to identify why it has taken six years to put in place 
a demerit point and probationary system for taxidrivers. 

Those two systems, as we know, are critical elements to a quality assurance system. A demerit point system and 
a probationary system are two ways of ensuring that we have a good taxi service in our community. They are 
two important features of quality assurance. The six years that it has taken the government to put those two 
elements of a quality assurance system in place, with the government being the regulator of the taxi industry, 
speaks volumes about its priorities about taxi services for the general public and about transport services more 
generally; that is, of course, it is not high on this government’s priority list. That is obvious because it has taken 
the government six years to put in place these two important quality assurance mechanisms. 

Another area that the government has ignored for not only the last six years, but more like the last eight years, is 
multipurpose taxis. Multipurpose taxis are designed and equipped with a lift at the back, which enables people 
with disability to remain in their wheelchair or scooter as they enter the taxi via the lift. These are 
purpose-designed or modified vehicles for people who use wheelchairs or scooters to access. That system is 
being not only ignored, but also eroded by this government. That has several applications. People with disability 
are not getting a guarantee of quality service because it is almost as though the government has forgotten about 
multipurpose taxis. It has done nothing to ensure quality of service for people with disability and their families 
over the last eight years. 

As the regulator, the government cannot guarantee any quality of service to people with disability and their 
families. The government has let down the families of and reduced options for people with disability, 
particularly when travelling to and from work, school, appointments or social events with friends. The 
government has not only reduced the quality of life for people with disability and their families, but also closed 
off any options whatsoever. Some people with disability have been left waiting for hours and hours for 
multipurpose taxis that do not turn up, which means that they do not have a choice about going to work. When 
we go to work, we want to arrive at a regular time. Our start time might be the same start time every single day, 
but how can we arrive on time if there is no public transport in our area and we cannot rely on a multipurpose 
taxi or any taxi to turn up to pick us up to take us to work? 

When I have talked about this before, members opposite have said that people with disability have individual 
arrangements with taxidrivers, so we should not worry about it. Some people with disability have individual 
arrangements with multipurpose taxidrivers—some—but that is not the system. The government’s responsibility 
is to ensure that the system is operating for all people and does not force people into having exclusive 
arrangements with taxidrivers that they may not be able to sustain and for which they have no recourse if 
something goes wrong. If someone has a private arrangement with a taxidriver because the government’s lack of 
action has forced them not to use the system in the way it is intended, the security of a booking and taxi dispatch 
service is not available to them. It is just another way in which the government has let down people with 
disability and their families. 
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While I am on the topic, I remind members of the wait times for multipurpose taxis. When people who live in the 
outer suburbs call a cab, 70 per cent of the time they will have to wait for longer than half an hour, if the taxi 
turns up at all. We also know that the outer metropolitan area is not well serviced by public transport. I am 
thinking particularly of the north-eastern suburbs because I represent the East Metropolitan Region. The 
north-eastern suburbs such as Ellenbrook, Aveley and the Vines have extremely limited access to public 
transport. Some buses travel, for example, from Aveley during the day. There is no guarantee that those buses 
are wheelchair accessible. Not all bus stops and buses in Perth can be accessed by someone who uses 
a wheelchair or a stroller. In addition, the Public Transport Authority is slowing down its rollout of wheelchair-
accessible bus stops. There we have it again—a triple whammy for people with disability and their families. 
They cannot get taxis; they have no accessible transport and no support from government about how it will 
change that. People with disability will be forced to stay where they are and have no choices whatsoever. 

Let us look at the complaint system for multipurpose taxis. We heard from Hon Ken Travers in his contribution 
to this motion about the difficulty of making complaints about taxi services generally for the standard sedans. In 
particular, he spoke about how difficult it is to make a complaint about the type of service that someone 
received. No simple phone number is advertised specifically for making a complaint. Then when we do find 
a phone number, which is usually for the taxi dispatch service, to make a complaint, we may not be able to get 
through because it is not a 24-hour service and we may or may not be called back. As we know, complaints 
mechanisms are central to a good quality assurance system. The government as the regulator has done nothing to 
improve the complaints system of taxis generally and multipurpose taxis specifically in the last eight years. 
If we are unable to make a complaint about a standard sedan taxi, it is almost impossible for us to make a complaint 
about a multipurpose taxi. Although there has been a distinct increase in the number of complaints about 
multipurpose taxis, the numbers overall are still relatively low. The total number of complaints about multipurpose 
taxis tripled in the year between 2011–12 and 2013–14. I make the point that the overall number is low, and that is 
because it is extremely difficult to make a complaint. Nevertheless, the number of complaints tripled. Most of those 
complaints were about driver standards and behaviours, which highlights the need for a robust accessible 
complaints system no matter what taxi service we are talking about, because complaints are an important feature of 
quality assurance and a critical safety mechanism for people with disability in particular. We saw that in some 
appalling cases of assaults made against young women with disability last year, which were reported in the media. 
Some of those were able to be prosecuted. It is only by chance that those women were able to take their assault 
matters to the police. But what do we have? No other safeguard measures whatsoever have been undertaken by this 
government, the taxi regulator. I do not want to sound too negative about multipurpose taxidrivers and plate owners 
because, by and large, they do an incredibly important job. As I said, they make a difference to people’s lives; it 
means people are able to go to work and access every other feature of our community through travel. They do an 
incredible job. However, we all recognise that an important feature of any service to people with disabilities and 
their families must include quality assurance, regulation and safeguards, and the government has let people with 
disabilities and their families down on every one of those measures. 
One of the ways in which the government has let down people with disabilities in this regard is that it has not 
lived up to its 2012 promise of putting 150 multipurpose taxis on the road. That number does not sound like very 
many because, relatively speaking, it is not, but it was a goal. To date, we have only 109 multipurpose taxis on 
the road, so that promise of four years ago has been roundly and solidly broken. One way in which it has been 
broken is that the government has not prioritised vehicle modifications or encouraged taxi plate owners to take 
up multipurpose taxi plates by providing them with support to modify vehicles and put them on the road. The 
government has also seriously let down people with disabilities and their families by completely mucking up the 
taxi users’ subsidy scheme for people with disabilities who were accessing the National Disability Insurance 
Scheme trials, particularly in the Perth hills and the southern suburbs. Overnight those people were told they 
were no longer eligible for the taxi users’ subsidy scheme. Overnight they were rejected from being able to use 
that scheme. It took a lot of patience and a lot of time to sort that out and to get those people back on the taxi 
users’ subsidy scheme and have their eligibility recognised. As happens in systems, of course it took a long time 
also to trickle down to the taxidrivers who no longer received subsidy scheme vouchers from passengers with 
disabilities, because they had been told by their taxi dispatch service that people with disabilities were no longer 
eligible. That caused a great deal of anxiety for people with disabilities and their families; it cost them a lot of 
money and it should never have happened, but it indicated the keenness on the part of the government to 
abrogate its responsibility for providing transport services such as MPTs for people with disabilities. The 
government was very quick to knock those passengers off the eligibility list and try to move them over to another 
system for which the government was no longer financially responsible. It was a very quick action but took twice 
as long to sort out. That is a real indicator of the government’s lack of priority for people with disabilities. 
Any steps towards working out transport subsidies between the NDIS and the taxi users’ subsidy scheme needs 
to be done with care, in consultation with people with disabilities and their families, and in consultation with 
advocacy agencies to make sure that people with disabilities are no worse off financially or in respect of access 
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to transport—particularly taxis—in the future. I just hope that the government, in its rush to try to cut some of its 
expenditure at the expense of people with disabilities, has learnt a lesson from that. That, of course, is an 
indication of the need for more quality assurance in any public transport system, but for taxis, in particular. 
I would like to talk briefly about London cabs. When I talked about this last week, some members opposite 
asked: are there not other cabs that people with disabilities can use? Two years ago, the government trumpeted 
the introduction of the London-style cabs as a new form of accessibility for people with disabilities. The 
government put the London cabs on the road for trial to see how they went, and as part of that trumpeted that 
these cabs would be accessible for people with disabilities. Guess what? They are not. The government has spent 
tens of thousands of dollars trialling these London-style cabs, but they are not accessible for people with 
disabilities unless they are able to transfer from a wheelchair into the taxi. It had been originally intended that the 
cabs, as with the hansom cabs in London, would be accessible to people in wheelchairs using a ramp. For 
a number of technical reasons, that cannot be done and passengers with disabilities cannot stay in their 
wheelchair while the taxi is moving. That is another huge failure on the part of this government and it again 
demonstrates that the government will try anything or say anything to appear to be doing something rather than 
concentrate on actually doing something to achieve it. It is just another example of poor management and 
a shocking lack of priority for people with disabilities and their families in Western Australia. 

There are a number of other issues I could point to, like the number of multipurpose taxis in regional areas, which 
has not increased over the last few years. The numbers are still very, very low in all regional areas, despite promises 
to the contrary by this government, and why should we expect its promises to be anything other than broken? For 
example, there are only 11 multipurpose taxis in the south west, four in the goldfields, three in the whole of the 
Pilbara, five in the midwest, four across the Kimberley and only two in the great southern. Again, this demonstrates 
the Liberal–National government’s lack of commitment to people with disabilities and their families. 
Several members interjected. 
The PRESIDENT: Order! The member has lost the bulk of the last minute of her time. She has another 
11 seconds. 
Hon ALANNA CLOHESY: Thank you, Mr President. 
People with disabilities and their families have been let down by this government, particularly by its lack of 
action and broken promises on multipurpose taxis. 
HON JIM CHOWN (Agricultural — Parliamentary Secretary) [1.28 pm]: I thank Hon Ken Travers for his 
motion. This side of the house does not support the intention of the motion, but it does have some currency with 
regard to the significant reforms this government is going to implement in the on-demand transport system. 
Before I get into those details, I will inform the house that the details I am about to give are chapter and verse of 
the reforms that will be underway shortly. I will not be taking any interjections on what I have to say. 
In July 2015 the government released the “On-demand Public Transport Green Paper: A discussion paper for 
future innovation” for public comment. The paper was released following the publication of three separate and 
significant reports calling for industry reform by changing consumer expectations about the types of on-demand 
transport services available. This coincided with the emergence in Western Australia of new market entrants 
offering new and innovative services but operating unlawfully and highlighting the inadequacies of the current 
taxi omnibus legislation to effectively regulate the full spectrum of services operating for hire and reward. It also 
became evident that the existing legislation was severely restricting the ability of the existing taxi industry to 
evolve and adapt to market change. The green paper outlined a simpler regulatory environment including driver 
requirements that enable transport providers to innovate and provide on-demand services that meet the needs of 
the travelling public. The paper presented a range of policy issues and reform options to stimulate discussion 
amongst industry and the community on the future of the on-demand transport system in this state and elicit 
feedback through a public consultation process. Over 5 800 responses were received during this period. 
Although the consultations showed that there are some strong and disparate views, there was broad support of 
the need to reform legislation to allow business to change and capture more customers, as well as the need for 
greater accountability from all parts of the industry including the driver, the operator, the plate owner and 
dispatch services. 
On 18 December 2015, following the consultation period, the Minister for Transport announced widespread 
reform of Western Australia’s highly regulated on-demand transport industry. Further, on 19 May 2016, the 
Minister for Transport outlined that the reform would create a level playing field with the introduction of a new 
regulatory framework that would allow the established taxi and omnibus sectors to compete fairly with new 
market entrants. 

Visitors — Frederick Irwin Anglican School 
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THE PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order! While the member pauses for a breath, I welcome into the 
public gallery students and staff from Frederick Irwin Anglican School. It is a great pleasure to have you here in 
the Legislative Council public gallery to observe a debate on transport issues. 
Hon JIM CHOWN: The government has an important role in the regulation of the on-demand transport 
industry; that is, to ensure safety for drivers, vehicles and passengers. These reforms will ensure that this is 
achieved. Issues specifically related to the level of service that a customer receives have no place in a modern 
regulatory environment. This will mean that some areas in which the government has traditionally been involved 
may no longer be appropriate going forward. For example, the cleanliness and presentation of taxidrivers and 
their vehicles will be a matter for industry to address. Similarly, complaints about fares or the service given to 
a particular customer should be taken up with the provider of that service. These are not areas that government 
should continue to take an active role in regulating. 
The interim changes, stage 1 of the on-demand transport reform, are scheduled to commence in July and will 
move toward creating a simpler environment for the industry to provide safe, flexible and innovative services 
that meet customer expectations for reliability and affordability. To support the transport industry through this 
major change, the government will provide a generous transition assistance package, which provides $20 000 for 
each Perth metropolitan owned conventional taxi plate purchased prior to 18 December 2015, and a payment of 
$6 000 for each owned peak period and area restricted plate purchased prior to 18 December. A $6 million Perth 
metropolitan taxi industry hardship fund will also be available. Funds of $1.5 million will be available to the 
Small Business Development Corporation to provide advice and guidance to taxi plate owners and leased plate 
holders to help innovate their business. Access to the transition assistance funds will be available once the 
legislative changes have passed through Parliament. Licence fees will be significantly reformed to transition to 
full cost recovery in three to five years, with savings of over $12 000 per annum for taxi leased plate holders and 
no increase in fees for country taxi cars and taxi plate owners. Stage 1 involves a suite of interim initiatives to 
reduce regulatory burden including an adjustment to on-demand transport licence fees towards a cost recovery–
based model, a transition assistance package for existing Perth metropolitan taxi plate owners, the introduction of 
a new on-demand transport licence category and a suite of policy improvements and associated minor regulatory 
amendments. These initiatives will commence in July this year subject to the relevant systems and regulatory 
changes being in place. The reform will provide some advantages to the industry including allowing drivers to 
choose whether or not to affiliate with a dispatch service or with multiple dispatch services. It will enable owners 
and drivers to work together to corporatise and create new brands in an effort to attract customers. Drivers will 
be free to set fares as they wish subject to transparent written pricing principles, with the exception of 
rank-and-hail jobs in which the meter must be engaged and fares involving taxi users’ subsidy scheme vouchers. 
The reform will remove the existing five-plate ownership restriction to allow for business growth, and it will 
remove the mandatory operating hours, which will allow for more flexible working hours. It will provide 
flexibility to deliver diverse on-demand transport services by introducing one licence covering all charter 
activities and it will remove the current minimum fares for omnibus operators, allowing operators to accept 
a wider range of jobs. The reform will provide benefits to on-demand transport customers including greater on-
demand transport service choices and increased availability of services; fare/service price transparency; 
reassurance that drivers and vehicles meet the required safety standards; and more competition for similar 
services, which could result in a reduction in fares and improved services. Government holds a number of 
unallocated leased plates that may be issued to combat and rebalance predatory or monopolistic behaviour by 
large entities buying a great number of plates. The Department of Transport will work with the 
Economic Regulation Authority to develop a framework to identify and manage any monopolistic or predatory 
behaviour. For customers with accessibility requirements, a single multipurpose taxi dispatch service will 
provide improved coordination of wheelchair taxi services across the Perth metropolitan region. An MPT fleet 
strategy is being developed by the Department of Transport. It will ensure that the on-demand transport industry 
provides effective services for the wheelchair market for the next three to five years while undergoing reform. 
The government is working on the second stage of the reform. This involves drafting of the new legislation, 
a single on-demand transport act, to bring full effect to the reforms and ensure the appropriate policy and 
regulatory structures are in place to deliver a safe, flexible and innovative on-demand transport environment. 
Stage 2 will also result in the following changes to licences: a new annual licence framework that includes 
appropriate recognition of existing taxi and omnibus operators; further adjustment of licence fees and charges set 
at the cost of regulation in line with the new legislation; and consistent driver standards, vehicle licensing 
requirements and compliance powers in metropolitan and regional areas. Issues such as the mechanism for 
removing F or T endorsements from drivers who breach safety standards and the need for camera surveillance in 
all vehicles will be part of this consideration. 
Hon Ken Travers: Sorry, can the member repeat that again? 
Hon JIM CHOWN: Which part? 
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Hon Ken Travers: The bit about cameras, from the start. 
Hon JIM CHOWN: Issues such as the mechanism for removing F or T endorsements from drivers who breach 
safety standards and the need for camera surveillance in all vehicles will be part of this consideration. 
Hon Ken Travers: When? In stage 2? 
Hon JIM CHOWN: Yes, in stage 2. 
In addition, other changes in stage 2 include all dispatch services, including app-based booking services, being 
accredited and sanctioned under the new act and subject to an application fee to cover the cost of administration 
and regulatory compliance. A chain of accountability framework will be embedded in legislation and supported 
by penalty provisions for breaches, and a code of practice will be developed in consultation with industry that 
aligns with the accountability framework to assist industry in managing risks. 
The framework on which Hon Ken Travers based his original motion, that this government continue to introduce 
a demerit point and probationary system for taxidrivers, would exacerbate government red tape. In reality, the 
industry has moved on. These reforms will massively change the on-demand transport in the metropolitan area. 
We need to bear in mind that in the last 12 months at least 10.5 million trips were taken in this area by this 
particular industry. Technology has brought this issue forward in this state and the government is adopting these 
reforms to ensure that the taxi industry, as is well known, is a safe and reliable service that is innovative and 
provides for competition within the sector. To stand in this space and say that the government has done nothing 
in three years — 

Hon Ken Travers: It is five years. 
Hon JIM CHOWN: — or five years, I do not care; transitions and reforms of these kinds take time. They need 
to be put in place appropriately and that is why there are two stages, because regardless of anybody’s best 
endeavours, at times when massive reforms to an industry are underway, things get left behind. 
Hon Sue Ellery: It is embarrassing. 
Hon JIM CHOWN: It is not embarrassing. It is a reality. This government has every intention to ensure that this 
industry reforms for not only the operators, appropriately, but also all the people who use this service. 
HON KEN TRAVERS (North Metropolitan) [1.40 pm] — in reply: What an extraordinary response from the 
government after six years. Hon Alanna Clohesy made some excellent contributions to the debate about one 
aspect of taxis that this government had simply promised to deliver and has not delivered. It did not need reforms 
to do it; it just needed a government that was committed. It had two ministers make statements in 2012 that they 
were going to fix the industry. It was going to have 150 multipurpose taxis able to take clients in wheelchairs, 
and today we still only have fewer than 109. There were already about 106 or 107 multipurpose taxis when the 
government made that announcement. I hope that the new Minister for Disability Services does get on and find 
some solutions to this, because people have been waiting for a long time. Let us not forget that that 
announcement came because people such as me had been raising concerns about the wait times for people using 
multipurpose taxis. The Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Transport said to us, “You know, these 
things take time and you can’t expect it.” But we had six years of waiting. We spent weeks in this chamber going 
through debating a bill, which, based on what the parliamentary secretary said today, has now been torn up and 
thrown away. We wasted the time of this house, and in the other place, government members gave every taxi 
story they could think of to filibuster it in the other place. Now the government is saying it is gone. It does not 
matter whether we look at the transport plan or the way in which this government has managed taxis; this is 
a government that is chaotic with transport issues. The way it responds to transport matters is more congested 
and chaotic than Perth transport. 
After all this time, I have to say to the credit of the parliamentary secretary, this afternoon he gave the most 
comprehensive response I have seen to date  the government’s green paper. But that is not saying much. It might 
be the most comprehensive response to date, but it left more questions still to be answered than it answered 
itself. 
Hon Alanna Clohesy: At least we know how many responses to the green paper there were. 
Hon KEN TRAVERS: Yes, but the government has had all this time. It keeps saying it has decided on what it 
will do, but the people still do not know. 
We got a little more today from the parliamentary secretary, but there are still many questions unanswered. The 
one that got me—which is why I asked the parliamentary secretary to repeat it, because I could not believe it—
was that even though the green paper discusses all the options for cameras and we were told that the government 
has finally got to the point at which it now knows what the solution is, the parliamentary secretary then tells us 
that it will not be until stage 2 that the government will make a decision about the need for cameras. I suspect 
that what the parliamentary secretary did not tell us is that he has already made the decision for on-demand 
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vehicles—there will not be cameras. The only place where we might still have cameras is in licensed taxis. The 
next question he raised is that the government’s whole changes will provide a level playing field. They will not, 
and the parliamentary secretary knows that. We cannot have taxis that have to have cameras and non-taxis that 
are able to take passengers without  having to have a camera. The parliamentary secretary himself spoke about 
the only thing that the taxi industry will have over and above the on-demand industry is the option of 
rank-and-hail work. Who controls ranks? It is not the parliamentary secretary. It is not the government. Local 
governments do it, and they are getting rid of them. Can the parliamentary secretary guarantee that there will be 
ranks in the City of Perth? Can the parliamentary secretary guarantee that drivers will still be able to get hail 
work? Can the government guarantee that the City of Fremantle will keep ranks on board, or is that going to be 
possibly part of stage 2? The parliamentary secretary cannot, because it is not the government’s job to do it. We 
will find that we will end up with taxis supposedly having access to rank work, but we will see ranks 
progressively disappearing. The work that taxidrivers will get will come through an app, and it will be the same 
app a non-taxi can get. I will mark these words. If we are going to go to a level playing field, that means that the 
government will remove cameras from all the vehicles, and that is a sad day. As I said in my opening remarks, 
cameras have played a role in cleaning up the taxi industry. 
The parliamentary secretary this afternoon talked about providing a level playing field because the government 
will reduce fees for lease taxi plates, with a saving of about $12 000. That would suggest that a taxi plate will 
cost $1 000 because they are currently $13 000. I thank the parliamentary secretary for informing the house of 
what a taxi plate will cost. Will that be the same price for a small charter vehicle plate? Will the government 
increase an SCV plate or an MPT plate to $1 000? The government says it is a level playing field. How is it 
a level playing field for the poor driver who bought a plate, because the parliamentary secretary’s mate sitting 
behind him, Hon Simon O’Brien, went out in 2008 and told them to? He said, “We’re going to restore value to 
your plates. We’re going to release all the government lease plates back into the industry and encourage 
investors to buy back into the taxi industry”, an industry Labor had been trying to clean up. The government told 
them to go and buy them, so they bought them for $200 000. They are still probably paying off that debt today. 
They will not get a reduction from $13 000 to $1 000, and $20 000 compensation for them will not be a generous 
response. The parliamentary secretary says the government is creating a level playing field—what a load of 
rubbish! Then he made it worse by throwing in the threat that the government will release more plates. What 
idiot would lease a plate from the government when they can just go and set up a car without a plate and the car 
does not have to have a five-star safety rating or be of a maximum age? The parliamentary secretary did not even 
mention that today. I found that out the other day but not because the government had made an announcement. 
What do people think about a government that is about to say, “You can drive any old car; it doesn’t have to 
have a five-star safety rating”? I would love to know what the RAC is going to say about that. Get rid of the 
five-star safety rating, get rid of the maximum age of taxis—any old bomb can be taken out there and driven, so 
long as it goes over the pits once a year. Is that really what people want as their taxi industry? Is that really what 
the government wants people to turn up to and have as their first image when they arrive in Perth? After six 
years, those are the reforms of this government; it is getting out of anything to do with safety. The 
parliamentary secretary told us the government is abdicating its responsibility about the quality of drivers, the 
standards of drivers or the behaviour of drivers. It is no longer the government’s problem. It is completely 
deregulating that part, but it is leaving all these other little traps in there for the private sector. The traps like the 
fact that the government is not properly compensating them and it is leaving mums and dads out there. I gave 
members opposite a suggestion about how the government might return some value to those plates last week. 
There was no response from the government on that, because it does not care. If it is not big business, it does not 
care. Even some of the big businesses in Perth seem to think that the government is not listening. The little 
businesses knew it was not listening to them. It is a disgrace that this government has failed to even provide 
a white paper. What normally happens with a green paper is that at the end of the green paper process the 
government releases a white paper about what it will do. The parliamentary secretary said that the minister went 
out and announced it back in May this year. He went out with a one-page press release! It was not a detailed 
white paper stating, “This is what the green paper stated and this is what we have decided.” Then the 
parliamentary secretary came in here today, and added to that by saying that he still cannot even tell us what the 
government will do about cameras. I think the government knows what it will do about cameras, but it just does 
not want to admit it at this point because it already has so many problems to deal with such as getting rid of the 
five-star safety rating as a minimum standard for vehicles. The government does not want out there now that it 
will also get rid of cameras because it knows the public will agree with me that cameras are a good thing. My 
friend Hon Phil Edman—that will probably do him in with his colleagues—said in the chamber last week that 
there are some good new operators out there; Shofer is one. I was not aware, until Hon Phil Edman told me, that 
Shofer uses breathalysers. Hon Phil Edman should buy himself a Shofer car when he finishes in this place, or see 
whether Shofer will lend him the technology! I think the member knows I say that in jest. 

Hon Phil Edman: No, I have actually taken offence to that. You’d better withdraw that straightaway! 
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Hon KEN TRAVERS: I am just trying to save the member from himself! 

Shofer cars have cameras and breathalysers. I accept that the breathalyser might be about Shofer’s choice to set 
a standard and give its customers an absolute guarantee of safety, but sitting underneath that should be basic 
standards like cameras. But the parliamentary secretary cannot tell us today that that will happen, because the 
government has not finished the job. We hear things on an almost daily basis about the transport portfolio. This 
government has had transport ministers galore; it changes transport ministers probably more quickly than I have 
caught taxis in the last couple of months! That is part of the government’s chaos. But even when ministers have 
been in the position for a period of time, still the government cannot provide a solution. 

The parliamentary secretary sat there today, on 29 June, and said the changes will come in in July, subject to 
regulations being in place; the Minister for Transport said they will come in on 1 July. Does anyone know when 
1 July is? It is the day after tomorrow. Is the parliamentary secretary not even able to tell us today whether the 
regulations will be in place by Friday? 

Hon Sue Ellery: No, he can’t. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Is that really the message the government is telling this house today—a message that says 
the government is even more chaotic than I gave it credit for—or is the parliamentary secretary treating this house 
with contempt because he knows whether the regulations will be ready by Friday but does not want to tell the 
house? It is one or the other. Either it is contempt for this place or this is an absolutely chaotic shemozzle of 
a government that cannot even tell us the information two days before these changes are supposed to come in. How 
are companies supposed to operate if the parliamentary secretary cannot today give an assurance that what the 
minister said will happen will actually happen on Friday? Even then, half the problem is that the companies still 
will not know exactly what that is because the government has not really given them a clear message about it. 

I predict a whole range of problems around people complaining about being overcharged. The government talks 
about a level playing field, but this is a really interesting one. If we use an app to call a taxi, it will be able to 
charge whatever it likes, but if we hail a taxi, it has to charge a fixed fee. That, apparently, according to the 
government, is a level playing field! I assume that is what the parliamentary secretary has told us today, because 
those companies will be able to set their own fees because they are not operating as a taxi. Is a taxi a taxi when it 
takes a job through an app, as opposed to rank or hail work? Are taxis allowed to charge whatever? What 
a mess! People will complain that they got into a taxi but were charged more than on the fee box because their 
app charged more, and they will ask why the fare was not used. 

This government has had six years to do everything. It created a complete mess by opposing Labor’s changes in 
the 2000s. It went to the 2008 election promising the taxi industry the world, and now, eight years later, it is 
continuing with its chaotic, shambolic response to finding the answers for taxis. The people of Western Australia 
will suffer. I think nobody disagrees that the taxi industry is going through significant upheaval and change, but 
we need a government that is, firstly, sympathetic to those who have invested in the industry to date, like Labor 
was back in the mid-2000s, and, secondly, able to give clear, concise and consistent messages on the future 
direction of the industry. This government has failed on both counts, and the parliamentary secretary’s response 
today just confirms that. The government is going have to a code of practice and is going to think about this and 
that; it is supposed to have that finished by the time the green paper is completed. I feel sorry for the 
parliamentary secretary though, because he has to sell the impossible message to this place. He has to try to 
defend the indefensible from a government in chaos, and the transport chaos seems to be spreading to other 
portfolios. 

Division 

Question put and a division taken with the following result — 
Ayes (9) 

Hon Robin Chapple Hon Lynn MacLaren Hon Sally Talbot  
Hon Alanna Clohesy Hon Martin Pritchard Hon Ken Travers  
Hon Sue Ellery Hon Amber-Jade Sanderson Hon Samantha Rowe (Teller)  

 

Noes (16) 

Hon Martin Aldridge Hon Peter Collier Hon Nigel Hallett Hon Mark Lewis 
Hon Ken Baston Hon Donna Faragher Hon Alyssa Hayden Hon Michael Mischin 
Hon Paul Brown Hon Nick Goiran Hon Col Holt Hon Simon O’Brien 
Hon Jim Chown Hon Dave Grills Hon Peter Katsambanis Hon Phil Edman (Teller) 
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Pairs 

 Hon Stephen Dawson Hon Helen Morton 
 Hon Darren West Hon Brian Ellis 
 Hon Kate Doust Hon Robyn McSweeney 
 Hon Adele Farina Hon Jacqui Boydell 

Question thus negatived. 

The PRESIDENT: Order, members! I am going to proceed to motion on notice 2, unless there is something else 
happening. 
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